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1. A Federal judge ruled in August of 1993 that his demotion, stemming from 
a controversial off-campus speech, infringed on his 1st amendment rights 
and reinstated who-for ten points-as chair of the black studies department 
at City College in New York? 

ANSWER: Leonard Jeffries 

2. A prototype of a natural resource planning operation that operates in a 
cooperative sense with the free market, what U.s. Governmental agency 
established in 1933 controls floods, improves navigation and produces 
electrical power along-for ten points-the Tennessee River? 

ANSWER: Tennessee Valley Authority 

3. It's Latin name is Natrium, it is #20 on the periodic table, and it tends to 
explode when placed in water, unless it is bonded to a chloride ion. What 
common element is-for ten points-a component of ordinary table salt? 

ANSWER: Sodium 

4. He said "Any man's death diminishes me, because I am involved in 
mankind, "in his famous sermon that includes a timeless five word phrase, 
later used as a title of an Ernest Hemingway book. For 10 points, name this 
man who penned the expression "For whom the bell tolls." 

ANSWER: John Donne 

5. "Interior with a Mirrored Wall," "The Refrigerator," and "Preparedness," 
are works of-for ten points-what Manhattan-born premier painter of pop 
whose works were shown at the Guggenheim in October of 1993? 

ANSWER: Roy Lichtenstein 

6. As a legal term, this two word phrase refers to a legalized situation or 
activity not subject to liability or prosecution. What two words sound-for 
ten points-more like a very secure waterway? 

ANSWER: Safe Harbor 

7. "If they bomb me, I'll bomb London." said this man, who in May of 1993, 
declared the Vance-Owen peace plan dead and scoffed at the international 
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outrage that has resulted from-for ten points-whose actions as the Bosnian 
Serb military commander? 

ANSWER: Ratko Mladic 

8. This mythical figure also known as Alexander was, as the son of Priam and 
Hecuba, destined before birth to ruin his country, Troy. For 10 points, name 
this abductor of Helen of Sparta. 

ANSWER: Paris 

9. Paper and Pencil ready: If you have a population of 200 mice, but 80 are 
born while 20 die, what is-for ten points-the percentage rate of increase for 
the mice population? 

ANSWER: 30% 

10. What famous poet won-for ten points-the 1940 Pulitzer Prize for 
history with his account of Lincoln's life during the Civil War? 

ANSWER: Carl Sandburg 

11. In November of 1993, The Federal Election Commission opened a legal 
loophole to help this politician erase a $3 million dollar debt from his 
campaign for the 1984 Democratic Presidential Nomination. For 10 points, 
name this former astronaut and senior senator from Ohio. 

ANSWER: John Glenn 

12. They made the cover of an August issue of TV Guide and their first album 
"Brother for Sale," was one of the best-selling children's albums in the 
country. For 10 points, name these twin sisters - the stars of ABC's hit show 
"Full House." 

ANSWER: Mary-Kate and Asheley Olsen or The Olsen Twins 

13. For him, perfection wasn't enough, as he threw 12 perfect innings of 
baseball but lost the game when Joe Adcock with his pitch out of the ballpark. 
For 10 points, name this recently deceased hard-luck 1950's Pittsburgh Pirates 
pitcher. 

ANSWER: Harvey Haddix 

14. This word describes a system that developed particularly in plantation 
economies, where employers forced laborers to buy from employer-owned 
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stores,. For 10 points, name this system of forced labor based on debts 
incurred by workers. 

ANSWER: Peonage (PEE-uh-nij) 
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15. A rising star of political consulting, his reputation was tarnished by the 
New Jersey governpr's race when Christine Todd Whitman defeated Jim 
Florio. Name-for ten points-this Clinton campaign director now married 
to Bush campaign manager Mary Matalin. 

ANSWER: James Carville 

16. Called "America's Cultural Vietnam" by The London Independent, what 
3.7 billion dollar French resort could-for ten points-cause one of America's 
biggest conglomerates to lose $130 million dollars by year's end? 

ANSWER: Eurodisney 

17. Lured by interest rates exceeding 16%, American money managers are 
investing in this country's treasury securities, hoping that its leaders don't 
devalue the peso like they did in the late 70's. Name-for ten points-this 
country whose BaLSA market index plunged after an armed rebellion in its 
Chiapas State. 

ANSWER: Mexico 

18. No, it's not Mario Lemieux, but his first name is an anagram of the phrase 
"Mario Jr." For 10 points, name this Czechoslovakian hockey star who plays 
for the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

ANSWER: Jaromir fugr 

19. Since the writing of the New Testament, people have tried to prove that a 
human, perhaps Nero, Caligula, Hitler, or Stalin filled this biblical role as
for ten points-what figure traditionally described as a beast whom God 
destroys before the final defeat of Satan? 

ANSWER: Antichrist 

20. AC stands for Alternating Current and AI stands for artificial intelligence, 
but-for ten points-for what do the letters AM stand? 

ANSWER: Amplitude Modulation or ante meridiem 

21. Jackson Scholz, Harold Abrahams, Eric Liddell competed in the 1924 
Olympics, portrayed in-for ten points-what film? 
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ANSWER: Chariots of Fire 

22. It runs for a week and many around the world run in it, because it's the 
"Running of the Bulls" which is one of the most famous events to occur - for 
10 points - in what Spanish town? 

ANSWER: Pamplona, Spain (prompt if Spain answered) 

23. Following a meal, the mixing movements of the stomach wall aid in 
producing this, a semifluid paste of food particles and gastric juice. For 10 
points, what is the five-letter word that describes this digestive substance? 

ANSWER: Chyme 

24. According to legend a spider web was the sign that assured this Scottish 
king victory over Edward II at the 1314 Battle of Bannockburn. For ten points, 
name him. 

ANSWER: Robert the Bruce 

25. It was discovered in May of 1993 that this substance may reverse a 
condition that sometimes leads to cervical cancer and can erase the moles that 
are precursors of the lethal skin cancer melanoma. For 10 points, name this 
important anti wrinkle cream. 

ANSWER: Retin-A 

26. It is one of the two English words with four consonants in a row. For a 
quick 10 points, name this 7-letter word synonymous with power. 

ANSWER: Strength 

27. Paper and pencil ready: for 10 points, and within 2, what is the sum of all 
the square roots of the integers from one through ten inclusive? 

ANSWER: 22.4 (Accept 20.4 - 24.4) 

28. It procedes through nihilism and doubt to a final affirmation of the 
"Whole end of man." This describes-for ten points-what Old Testament 
book attributed to Solomon? 

ANSWER: Ecclesiastes 

29. Genetic testing confirmed that this German holed up in a Paraguayan 
hotel and lived a secluded and calm life until he died while visiting Brazil. 
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What famed "Angel of Death" of Auschwitz died-for ten points-in South 
America? 

ANSWER: Josef Mengele (Men-gul-uh) 

30. His position was given cabinet status in Spring 1993 but his staff was 
slashed from 150 to 25. Who holds a Ph.D. in criminology and-for ten 
points-the new cabinet position of "Drug Czar." 

ANSWER: Lee Brown 

5 

31. Every Royal one of these has an entrance that faces due North towards the 
Pole Star. The largest covers 13 acres and is 400 feet high. Name-for 10 
points-these ancient Egyptian wonders of the world. 

ANSWER: Pyramids 
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30 POINT BONUS 
1. It was intended to shield to shield civil servants from potential pressures by 
supervisors and office holders but more importantly, prohbited federal 
employees from getting too involved in partisan political campaigns. For 30 
points, name this act that underwent a revision 1993 after the Senate voted 
68-31 to ease its strict statutes. 

ANSWER: Hatch Act 

25 POINT BONUS 
2. One of his books, The Big Change, grew out of an article in Harper's 
magazine that had the same name. Before that, this man chronicled the 20's 
informally with his text Only Yesterday. For 25 points, name this author. 

ANSWER: Frederick Lewis Allen 

25 POINT BONUS 
3. It's reputed to prevent the body from absorbing fat from foods that are 
taken in, but doctors are saying that this drug is raising too many hopes and 
should really only be intended for the clinically obese. For 25 points, name 
this new drug which can help people to lose weight but can also have 
unpleasant side effects. 

ANSWER: Orlistat or Tetrahydrolipstatin 

20 POINT BONUS 
4. Identify the following Chinese political activists for 10 points a piece. 

He led the 1989 Tiananmen Square Student movement uprising. 

ANSWER: Wang Dan 

He, an eloquent essayist on Democracy, was released from prison early to 
improve China's chances for securing the 2000 Summer Olympics in 1993. 

ANSWER: Wei Jinsheng 

30 POINT BONUS 
5. 30-20-10, artist: 
A. The last years of his career were spent designing costumes, party favors, 
and parlor tricks for the court of Francis the First of France. 
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B. Although he is now better known as a painter, his resum=8E listed that 
ability last, and cited military engineering as his first qualification. 
C. A curtain of humidity controlled air and strict limitations on the number 
of visitors now protects his masterpiece, =D2The Last Supper=D3, which was 
recently restored because of severe damage resulting from the artist's 
unorthodox technique. 

ANSWER: Leonardo Da Vinci 

25 POINT BONUS 

2 

7. Dan Jansen of the U.s. won his first Olympic medal in 4 tries, posting a 
world record time in the 1000 meters. This other speedskater, however, is the 
only other men's U.S. speedskater to win an Olympic medal since Eric Heiden 
won 5 golds 1980. 

For 10 points, name him: 

ANSWER: Eric Flaim 

And for 5 points a piece, name the color of medal, the year and the event in 
which Flaim earned his Olympic fame. 

Answers: Silver Medal, 1988, 1,500 meters 

20 POINT BONUS 
8. It's a formerly Portugese colony who suffered unexpected annexation by 
Indonesian troops in 1976, and now. For 20 points, name this territory. 

ANSWER: East Timor 

20 POINT BONUS 
10. Amazingly, there are no enviromentallaws banning this from the air and 
as a consequence, 50,000-60,000 deaths a year are caused by inhaling this 
"particular" by-product of factories and automobiles. For 20 points, name this 
four-lettered air pollutant. 

ANSWER: Soot 

25 POINT BONUS 
11. Identify this Federal Agency after one clue for 25 or two clues for 10 

25:It was the first Congressional Creation that was authorized to police 
broadly the detailed operations of a significant sector of the U.s. Economy; 
and in 1889, it moved from its home in the Department of the Interior to be 
reconstituted as the first independent regulatory agency. 
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10:Its three-letter abbreviation is ICC 

ANSWER: Interstate Commerce Commission 

25 POINT BONUS 
12. The Royal Dutch/Shell group has more assets outside its home base 
countries than any other company in the world, according to a 1993 U.N. 
report. Royal Dutch/Shell is the only non-exclusively U.s. company ranked 
in the world's top 5 for having more annual sales in foreign operations than 
those sales made across borders through trade. For 5 points a piece - or 25 for 
all of them - name these next 4 highest overseas investing companies - all 
based in the U.s. 

ANSWER: Ford 
Exxon 
General Motors 
International Business Machines. 

30 POINT BONUS 
13. For 15 points a piece, identify the following Italians who were under 
investigation due to perceived illegal associations with the mafia in 1993. 
A. Italy's Defense Minister Sajvo Ando 
B. Italy's Foreign Minister Gianni de Michelis 

20 POINT BONUS 
15. Identify the presidents who did the following acts (10 points a piece). 
A. He introduced the democratic reform of the "spoils system" to the U.s. 
governmental system. 

ANSWER: Andrew Jackson 
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B. He vetoed the Walter-Logan Act, Congress' first attempt to standardize 
agency decision making by ensuring formal procedures and by liberalizing the 
availability of judicial review of agency decisions. 

ANSWER: Eranklin Roosevelt 

30 POINT BONUS 
16. Everyone knows about the topless towers of llium, right. Well for 10 
points apiece name these participants of the Trojan War. 
A. The commander in chief of the Achaean forces 

ANSWER: Agammenon. 

B. He was the judge in the first beauty contest and the cause of the whole 
mess. 
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ANSWER: Paris (or Alexander) 

C. Survivor of the sack of Troy, and forefather of the Romans 

Answer: Aeneas. 

30 POINT BONUS 
17. The official geographic region that's designated "Yugoslavia," consists of 
only 2 regions after the rest of them broke off and formed their own countri 
es. For 5 points a piece, name the two regions and their caputals, for ten 
points apiece. 

ANSWER: Regions: 
Capitals: 

Serbia 
Belgrade 

Montenegro 
Titograd 

25 POINT BONUS 

(5 each) 
(10 each) 

18. It seems like no matter what happens to the shift of power in a country, 
bloodhed and mayhem follow. Islamic and pro-democracy rebels are fighting 
a bloody war against the ex-communist rulers of this Russian Republic. 
Thousands have died and may continue to die even after the capture of 
President Rakhmon Nabiyev. For 25 points, name this war-torn country. 

ANSWER: Tajikistan 

25 POINT BONUS 
19.To arms, to arms! For 5 points apiece, and a bonus 5 for all four, name the 
muscles of the brachium. 

Answers: Coracobrachialis 
Biceps brachii 
brachialis 
triceps brachii 

20 POINT BONUS 
20. Given a product advertising catch phrase, identify that product for 10 
points a piece. 

1. "Just Slightly Ahead of our time." 

ANSWER: Panasonic 

2. "The package delivery company more companies count on." 

ANSWER: UPS 

4 
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25 POINT BONUS 
21. She said "I finally made a contribution to society," regarding a well
circulated 1993 photo of her wearing a toga-like outfit and exposing the scar of 
her mastectomy. For 25 points, name this American born artist and former 
model who is now marching as an activist for breast-cancer awareness. 

ANSWER: Matuschka 

20 POINT BONUS 
22.The Arts and Crafts movement at the turn of the century was a reaction to 
Victorian excesses in design. One of the primary advocates of the style in 
America was, for twenty points, this furniture maker and editor of The 
Craftsman magazine. 

ANSWER: Gustav Stickley (prompt if answer Stickley) 

30 POINT BONUS 
23. Name this author: 30-20-10 

30 This author of humor, adventure and mystery books is currently the head 
writer for the children's show "Eureeka's Castle." 

20 He was the editor of "Bananas," a national humor magazine for young 
people. 

10 He is the popular author of the Fear Street horror novels for kids. 

ANSWER: R.L. Stine 

20 POINT BONUS 
24. For a quick 20 points, and IN ORDER OF BLOODFLOW, identify the four 
chambers of the human heart (all or nothing) 

ANSWER: Right Atrium, Right Ventricle, Left Atrium, Left Ventricle 

20 POINT BONUS 
25. With their arrests in 1991, prosecutors say that these two ran the East
Coast's biggest cocaine smuggling operation. They are also believed to be 
connected with making consecultive potential witnesses disappear, thus 
delaying their conviction. For 10 points a piece, name these two U.s. based 
drug kings. 

ANSWER: Augusto (Willy) Falcon and Salvador Magluta 

25 POINT BONUS 
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26. They're an intelligence group who works in Argentina and Uruguay and 
they do their best to protect former colleagues who were involved in crimes 
of past military governments. For 25 Points, name this South American 
group, reported on by the New York Times in 1993 who allegedly falsifies 
documents, gains access to funds and crosses international borders with the 
greatest of ease. 

ANSWER: Operation Condor 

25 POINT BONUS 
28. What a difference a vowel makes. For 25 points name the church council 
at which it was decided whether Christ was homoousios or homoiousios( 
that is, the same as God the Father, or just a lot like him), thus resolving the 
Arian question, the most serious doctrinal dispute of the early Christian 
church. 

ANSWER: The Council of Nicaea 

30 POINT BONUS 
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29. When Robert V. Rota, Postmaster of The House of Representatives, 
revealed that he helped certain lawmakers embezzle funds in 1993, two main 
lawmakers were identified semi-anonomously as "Congressman A" and 
"Congressman B" as the main culprits of this postage-for-money scheme. See 
if you can identify them for 15 points a piece. 

A. Congressman A was an lllinois Democrat who embezzled $21,300 
according to prosecutors. 

ANSWER: Dan Rostenkowski 

B.Congressman B was a Pennsylvania Democrat who lifted $9,300 by one 
government officials estimation. 

ANSWER: Joe Kolter 

30 POINT BONUS 
30. Identify the foillowing Western Novelists given their works for 15 points 
a piece: 

1. Single Jack, Rider of The High Hill, Valley Vultures 

ANSWER: Max Brand 

2. This author's "lone star" series includes In Hell's Canyon, The California 
Oil War, and On the Treasure River. 
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ANSWER: Wesley Ellis 
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